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Abstract—A novel spatially large-domain and temporally 

entire-domain method of moments (MoM) is proposed for 
surface integral equation (SIE) modeling of 3-D conducting 
scatterers in the time domain (TD). The method uses higher 
order curved Lagrange interpolation generalized quadrilateral 
geometrical elements, higher order spatial current expansions 
based on hierarchical divergence-conforming polynomial vector 
basis functions, and temporal current modeling by means of 
orthogonal weighted associated Laguerre basis functions. It 
implements full temporal and spatial Galerkin testing and 
marching-on-in-degree (MOD) scheme for an iterative solution of 
the final system of spatially and temporally discretized MoM-TD 
equations. Numerical examples demonstrate excellent accuracy, 
efficiency, convergence, and versatility of the new MoM-MOD 
method. The results also demonstrate very effective large-domain 
MoM-TD SIE models of scatterers using flat and curved patches 
of electrical sizes of up to about 1.7 wavelengths at the maximum 
frequency in the frequency spectrum of the pulse excitation, 
higher order current expansions of spatial orders from 2 to 8 in 
conjunction with entire-domain Laguerre temporal bases, and 
minimal numbers of unknowns. 
 

Index Terms—Electromagnetic analysis, numerical techniques, 
method of moments, surface integral equations, time domain 
analysis, higher order modeling, curved parametric elements, 
polynomial basis functions, scattering, transient response. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE TIME-DOMAIN (TD) surface integral equation (SIE) 
formulation is an effective approach to transient 

electromagnetic (EM) analysis of open-region (radiation and 
scattering) three-dimensional (3-D) structures. TDSIE 
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techniques have two unique advantages as compared to 
differential equation based numerical approaches, such as the 
finite element method (FEM), when analyzing homogeneous 
or piecewise homogeneous radiation and scattering structures 
in the TD. As SIE based methods, they only require surface 
discretization of the scatterer and implicitly satisfy radiation 
boundary condition through Green’s functions. As TD 
methods, they can provide analysis of transient, broadband, 
and nonlinear phenomena in a single run.  

The most explored method in solving TDSIEs is the 
marching-on-in-time (MOT) method [1]. Several MOT 
schemes, combined with the method of moments (MoM) 
Galerkin-type spatial testing, have been developed [2]–[7]. In 
terms of the numerical properties of proposed and 
implemented temporal basis functions and their orders, most 
MOT techniques apply linear approximations of the temporal 
current expansions [3], [4], [8]–[12]. Higher order Lagrange 
polynomial temporal basis functions, implemented up to the 
second order, have been suggested in order to enhance the 
accuracy of the MOT algorithm [7], [13]–[17]. 

Novel higher order temporal basis functions derived from 
Laguerre polynomials are introduced in [18]. These 
polynomials naturally satisfy the causality condition because 
they are defined on the interval from zero to infinity (entire-
domain temporal basis functions); therefore, they are a 
desirable choice for transient modeling. By applying the 
temporal testing procedure in the same fashion as the spatial 
Galerkin-type testing, and due to the orthogonality of Laguerre 
polynomials, the temporal variable can be integrated 
analytically out from the final system of TDSIEs. Instead of 
the conventional MOT procedure, the final system of 
equations is solved in marching-on-in-degree (MOD) of 
temporal basis functions. Like implicit MOT schemes [6], the 
MOD approach does not have to satisfy the Courant-Friedrich-
Levy (CFL) sampling criterion relating the spatial to the 
temporal discretization. The MOD scheme employing 
weighted Laguerre polynomials as temporal bases has been 
implemented within different MoM-SIE formulations in the 
TD, including the electric field integral equation (EFIE),  
magnetic field integral equation (MFIE), and combined field 
integral equation (CFIE) formulations, for transient scattering 
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analysis of conducting and dielectric structures [19]–[26]. 
Compared to the implicit MOT scheme, which results in a 
sparse system matrix and where the sparsity/stability depends 
on the size of the time step, the MOD scheme produces a full 
system matrix independent of the time step/order of the time-
variant basis functions. The minimal order of the Laguerre 
polynomials for the temporal support is defined by the time 
duration and frequency bandwidth product of an incident wave 
[19], [21]. Finally, the Laguerre polynomials decay to zero at 
infinite time, thus the solution cannot become oscillatory for 
late times. 

In terms of the numerical properties of proposed and 
implemented spatial basis functions and their orders, however, 
practically all the existing MOT and MOD 3-D MoM-TD SIE 
simulation tools for EM scattering analysis are low-order or 
small-domain (subdomain) techniques, with the EM structure 
being modeled by planar triangular surface elements that are 
electrically very small and the electric and magnetic currents 
over the elements are approximated by the first-order spatial 
basis functions, namely, Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) 
functions [27]. This results in a very large number of spatial 
unknowns (unknown current-distribution coefficients) needed 
to obtain results of satisfactory accuracy, with all the 
associated problems and large requirements in computational 
resources. In addition, flat triangular patches do not provide 
enough flexibility and efficiency in modeling of structures 
with pronounced curvature.  

An alternative approach – constituting the higher order or 
large-domain (sometimes also referred to as the entire-
domain) computational EM [28] – is based on using higher 
order basis functions defined on large curved geometrical 
elements (patches) [29], which can greatly reduce the number 
of unknowns for a given problem and enhance the accuracy 
and efficiency of the computation. However, this approach 
seems to have not been fully employed in the MoM-TD SIE 
analysis yet; namely, almost none of the reported MoM-
MOT/MOD TD SIE results and applications in the literature 
demonstrate actual using and implementation of spatial 
discretization models with current approximation orders 
higher than one (higher order modeling). Moreover, for MoM-
TD SIE modeling of general structures that may possess 
arbitrary curvature, it is convenient to have both higher order 
geometrical flexibility for curvature modeling and higher 
order current-approximation flexibility for spatial current 
modeling – in the same method. Also, it is convenient to use 
hierarchical higher order bases, which allow elements of 
different orders and sizes combined together in the same 
model. Notable examples of spatially higher order MoM-MOT 
TD SIE modeling are the boundary integral equation (BIE) 
method in the TD using isoparametric curvilinear quadratic 
approximation of geometry and both spatial and temporal 
dependence of fields [30], [31] and the higher order Calderon 
preconditioned EFIE TD solver employing Graglia-Wilton-
Peterson (GWP) divergence- and quasi curl-conforming 
(DQCC) spatial basis functions of up to third order on second-
order curvilinear triangular elements [32]. Another example 
are spatially higher order vector basis functions (up to the 

second order) in conjunction with band-limited interpolatory 
functions (BLIFs) for temporal discretization have been 
introduced in [5]. In addition, none of the works employ large 
elements (or a combination of large and small elements) in the 
MoM-TD SIE model (large-domain modeling). 

This paper proposes a novel spatially large-domain and 
temporally entire-domain MoM-TD EFIE method, with full 
temporal and spatial Galerkin testing, for 3-D transient EM 
analysis of conducting scatterers based on higher order 
geometrical modeling and current expansion and MOD 
scheme. The geometry of the structure is modeled using 
Lagrange-type interpolation generalized quadrilaterals of 
arbitrary geometrical-mapping orders and the spatial current 
distributions over the elements are expanded in terms of 
hierarchical divergence-conforming polynomial vector basis 
functions of arbitrarily high current-approximation orders 
[29]. Note that the quadrilateral elements have been chosen to 
facilitate surface meshes that can employ very large elements, 
which is consistent with the large-domain modeling and 
higher order current expansion paradigm. Triangular elements 
could be used (with appropriate local parent coordinate 
systems) but with limited flexibility in terms of large-domain 
modeling. Time variations of the currents are expressed by 
orthogonal entire-domain temporal basis functions derived 
from Laguerre polynomials and the transient response of the 
scatterer is obtained by an iterative solution of the final system 
of spatially and temporally discretized MoM-TD EFIE 
equations in a MOD fashion [26]. It should be noted that the 
MOD is a particularly suitable choice here since the focus of 
this paper is on higher order spatial elements. However, MOD 
has seen limited use in literature because its efficiency may 
often be considerably weaker than with the methods that use 
local basis functions in time, e.g., [32].  

To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first 
MoM-TD SIE method with very high spatial and temporal 
expansion orders (the results demonstrate using current 
expansions of spatial orders from 2 to 8 and geometrical-
mapping orders from 1 to 4 in conjunction with using higher 
order, entire-domain Laguerre polynomial temporal basis 
functions) and the first set of spatially large-domain MoM-TD 
SIE modeling examples (the electrical sizes of flat and curved 
patches in models are up to about 1.7 wavelengths at the 
maximum frequency in the frequency spectrum of the pulse 
excitation). The new method is also the first MoM-MOD 
method with spatially higher order expansions. 

Section II of the paper presents development and 
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Fig. 1.  3-D PEC scatterer excited by an incident Gaussian pulse – analysis
by the MoM-MOD TD EFIE method. 
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implementation of all major numerical components of the new 
MoM-MOD technique. In Section III, the technique is 
validated and its accuracy and efficiency evaluated and 
discussed in several characteristic examples. 

II. NOVEL MOM-MOD TD EFIE METHOD 

A. EFIE Formulation in TD 

Consider a 3-D conducting, nonpenetrable (PEC – perfect 
electric conductor) body excited by an incident wave (e.g., a 
Gaussian pulse or its derivative), as shown in Fig. 1. The total 
tangential electric field (superposition of incident field iE and 

scattered field E ) on the boundary surface S is equal to zero at 
each time instant, 
 

0)(,,0)],([)],([ tangitang  tStt rrErE . (1) 

 
The scattered electric field in the unbounded homogeneous 
background medium of permittivity and permeability  is 
expressed in terms of surface electric current density vector JS 

over S as follows: 
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where || rr R  represents the distance between the 

observation point r  and the source point r , cRt /τ   is 

the time (delay) that the EM wave travels from the source to 
the observation point, and c is the intrinsic speed of 
propagation of the EM wave in the background medium. Note 
that in (4), the surface charge density sρ  is related to JS based 

on the continuity equation, t SSs ρJ . Having in 

mind the integral expressions for scattered electric field E in 
(2)–(4), (1) represents the TD EFIE for JS as unknown, which 
is discretized and solved using the MoM with Galerkin testing 
in space-time in conjunction with the MOD scheme [24], [25]. 

B. Geometrical Modeling Using Higher Order Quadrilateral 
Surface Elements 

The geometry of the structure in Fig. 1 is modeled by means 
of generalized curved quadrilateral patches shown in Fig. 2 
and analytically described as [29] 
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where Ku and Kv (Ku, Kv  1) are geometrical orders of the 
element along u and v parametric coordinates, respectively 
(note that the orders do not need to be the same within an 
element), klr  are constant vector coefficients related to 

position vectors of the interpolation nodes, see Fig.2, )(u  

represent Lagrange interpolation polynomials in the u 
coordinate,  
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with the nodes defined as uuj KKju /)2(  , uKj ,...,1,0 , 

and similarly for )(v . Usually, the equidistant distribution of 

interpolation nodes along each coordinate in parametric space 
is used. Of course, the use of specific nonequidistant node 
distribution, which would provide additional modeling 
flexibility and accuracy in some applications, is possible as 
well. Note that the 3-D generalization of the quadrilateral in 
Fig. 2 is used in the higher order FEM-TD method [33]. 

C. Higher Order Temporal and Spatial Basis Functions 

In the novel MoM-TD EFIE method, the time-variant 
electric current density and the accompanying surface charge 
density over every generalized quadrilateral in the model are 
expanded using temporal and spatial higher order basis 
functions as follows: 
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where h is the Hertz vector introduced as the actual unknown 
in the MoM solution procedure in order to avoid temporal 
integration in (4) [34], [21], and u and v are local parametric 

 
Fig. 2.  Generalized curved parametric quadrilateral MoM-SIE patch defined 
by (5), with the square parent domain. 
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coordinates of an element (SIE patch) in the model [see Eq. 
(5)]. Unknown time-dependent coefficients in (8) associated 
with the u-component of the Hertz vector huij are expanded 
using a linear combination of the three associated Laguerre 
functions with successive orders, 
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(time-dependent coefficients associated with v-component of 
the Hertz vector hvij can be expanded in a similar fashion). 
Here, M is the order of temporal basis functions, s is the 
scaling factor which controls the accuracy of the temporal 
support, huij,q are unknown constant coefficients, 
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These polynomials satisfy the following recursive relation: 
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Linear combination of weighted Laguerre polynomials, (9), is 
suggested in [24], [26] in order to improve the computational 
efficiency as compared to the conventional MOD method 
where the time-dependent part of the Hertz vector is expanded 
only by a single associated Laguerre function set )(stq  [21], 

[23], [25]. The Laguerre polynomials have excellent causality, 
orthogonally, recursive-computation, and convergence 
properties [24], and are extremely convenient for the purpose 
of temporal expansions in the large-domain MoM-TD EFIE 
method. Functions f  in (8) are higher order hierarchical-type 
divergence-conforming spatial basis functions defined on each 
generalized quadrilateral patch (see Fig. 2). For the local u- 
and v-components of the Hertz vector, they are given by [29] 
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(see Fig. 3 in [35] for visualization of these functions). 

Parameters Nu and Nv in (8) are the adopted degrees of the 
spatial polynomial approximation of the Hertz vector. The 
unitary vectors au and av in (12) are obtained as 

uvuvuu  /),(),( ra and vvuvuv  /),(),( ra , with r  

given in (5), and  is the Jacobian of the covariant 
transformation, |),(),(|),( vuvuvu vu aa  . Furthermore, 

we consider the functions in the following simplified form: 
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where  are the simple 2-D power functions, 
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Note that the lowest order of approximation (Nu=Nv=1) 
yields the rooftop functions on generalized quadrilateral 
patches (which, for such basis functions, then must be very 
small).  

Substituting (2)–(4) combined with (7)–(9) into (1) and 
applying the analytical expressions for the second derivative 
of the time dependent part of the Hertz vector hij (hij 
representing either huij or hvij), 
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with the first time-derivative being due to the magnetic vector 
potential term in (2) and the second due to the substitution of 
the surface current distribution in terms of the Hertz vector 
(7), the TDEFIE formulation can be finally expanded using 
unknown coefficients hij,q and higher order temporal and 
spatial basis functions   and f , respectively, as follows: 
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The closed form of the second derivative of the time 
dependent part of the Hertz vector (15) is derived satisfying 
the properties of Laguerre polynomials, i.e., causality and 
orthogonality [24], [36]. The error due to a finite difference 
approximation of this derivative, used in traditional MOT 
methods, is eliminated utilizing the analytical expression. In 
addition, there is no need for temporal interpolation of the 
solution. Once unknown coefficients are obtained, the 
current/field distribution over the SIE element can be 
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computed at any instant in time. Note that in (16), when 
compared to (9) and (15), the terms inside the temporal 
summation are regrouped with respect to unknown 
coefficients hij,q instead of associated Laguerre functions q .  

D. Full Time-Space MoM Galerkin Testing 

The TDEFIE (16) is tested by means of the full temporal 
and spatial Galerkin method [28], [29], [6] i.e., using the same 
functions used for current (Hertz-vector) expansion. The 
generalized Galerkin impedances corresponding, respectively, 
to the magnetic vector potential and electric scalar potential 
terms in the expression for the scattered field E in (2) in the 
model can be derived, using (3) and (4), in the following form: 
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where p  and q  are, respectively, the temporal testing and 

basis functions, p and q are indices/orders of the temporal 
testing and basis support, and mf and nf  are the spatial testing 

and basis functions on the mth and nth generalized 
quadrilateral elements (Sm and Sn). The impedance in (18) is 
obtained applying the surface divergence theorem and the 
property of higher order divergence conforming functions that 
the normal component of the testing function mf  is either zero 

at the element edges or the two contributions of the elements 
sharing an edge exactly cancel out in the final expressions for 
generalized impedances. The source-to-field distance R in (17) 
and (18) is computed as |),(),(| nnnmmm vuvuR rr  , with r 

being defined in (5). 
Due to causality and orthogonality of Laguerre polynomials 

[24], temporal integrals in (17) and (18) can be handled 
analytically first, resulting in the two types of Green’s 
functions for 2-D spatial integrals, as follows 
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Taking into account the parametric representation of the 
quadrilateral surface element, in (5), and simplified 
representation of the spatial basis functions in (13) and (14), 
generalized impedance terms in (17) and (18) corresponding 
to the testing functions defined by indices im and jm on the mth 
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In these equations, Nu

(m) and Nv
(m) are the Hertz-vector 

approximation orders of the mth quadrilateral along the u- and 
v-coordinate, respectively, Nu

(n) and Nv
(n) are the corresponding 

orders for the nth quadrilateral, and the integration limits in 
both quadrilaterals are u1=v1=1 and u2=v2=1. In 
addition,  Ku

(m) and Kv
(m) are the geometrical orders along the 

u- and v-coordinate, respectively, rkl
(m) are the geometrical 

vector coefficients in the polynomial expansion of the mth 
quadrilateral, Ku

(n), Kv
(n), and rkl

(n) are the corresponding 
geometrical parameters for the nth quadrilateral in the model, 
and i is the basic Galerkin potential integral given by 
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The 1-type integral [for i = 1 in (22)], involving the first 
Green’s function based on (19), 

RsR/cIRg cRs
pq /eR/)()( )2/(-

1  , when q = p, has a 1/R-type 

singularity, which is taken care of as in our frequency-domain 
(FD)  MoM-SIE methods [28], [29]. The 2-type integral [for i 
= 2 in (22)], with the second Green’s function 
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 when q < p, is not singular for R approaching zero, 
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; this can be proved by applying 

L’Hospital’s rule and properties of the Laguerre polynomials. 
The generalized Galerkin voltages, namely, the column-

matrix elements due to the incident field on the right-hand side 
of the equation (16), are evaluated, after the temporal and 
spatial Galerkin testing, as 
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In order to compute the temporal integral in (23) numerically, 
the upper limit is truncated to a finite duration of the time-
domain signature Tf multiplied by the scaling factor s, 
ensuring that all further transient variations in the spatial 
domain of interest can be neglected.  

Finally, the generalized Galerkin impedances corresponding 
to the complete set of spatial basis functions in (12) can be 
obtained as a linear combination of those in (20) and (21), 
corresponding to the simplified functions in (13) and (14), and 
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similarly for the generalized voltages, which greatly expedites 
the matrix fill process when compared to the direct 
computation of final impedances and voltages [29]. Moreover, 
the Galerkin impedances and voltages for any higher order set 
of basis functions of divergence-conforming polynomial type 
can also be constructed as a linear combination of the 
impedances for the simple 2-D power functions in (13) and 
(14). 

E. MOD solution of MoM-TD EFIE 

After Galerkin testing of (16) in space-time, with all 
generalized impedance and voltage matrices in (20)–(23) 
being already precalculated, the global system of linear 
algebraic equations can be obtained in the following form: 
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 (24) 

 

where ][][][ 1,1,  mn
A
mnmn ZZZ  is the system matrix, which takes 

into account contributions of the generalized impedance 

matrices, from (20) and (21) (for ][ 1,A
mnZ  and ][ 1,

mnZ , 

respectively), for the 1-type integral  from (22) combined 
with (19) for the cases when q = p. As can be seen, the system 
matrix does not depend on the orders of temporal testing and 
basis functions, p and q, respectively; therefore, it is computed 
and inverted only once. Generalized impedances (20) and (21) 
corresponding to the 2-type integral, with (22) combined with 
(19) for the cases when q < p, are precalculated for each 
combination of the temporal testing and basis function indices, 
p and q, and stored in 3-D matrices constituted by M-element 

arrays of 2-D matrices ][ 2,
,

A
kmnZ  and ][ 2,

,


kmnZ , k = M – p + q, of 

size m × n = NMoM × NMoM, with M being the order of temporal 
basis functions and NMoM the total number of MoM spatial 
unknowns. The minimal order M is defined by the time 
duration, Tf, and the frequency bandwidth, B, of the excitation 
so that M ≥ 2BTf + 1 [19], [21]. Finally, the system (24) is 
solved recursively in the marching-on-in-degree (MOD) 
fashion for unknown coefficients of the Hertz vector }{ , pnh , n 

= 1, 2, …, NMoM, p = 0, 1, 2, …, M. Note that, comparing (24) 
with (16), the temporal summation on the right-hand side of 
the system equation (which includes already known 
coefficients) is done up to p – 1 instead of M because of the 
property (19), 0)( sR/cI pq  when q > p. Note also that initial 

coefficients for p = 0, }{ 0,nh , are obtained as the solution of 

the matrix equation }{}{][ i
0,0, mnmn VhZ  . In this case, the only 

contribution from the right-hand side of the system (24) is due 

to the excitation vector }{ i
0,mV , while all other terms are equal 

to zero because of the causality property of Laguerre 
polynomials. The system of equations (24) for the pth order is 
solved by Gaussian elimination for unknown coefficients 

}{ , pnh . By postprocessing of the obtained coefficients, the 

current Js over any generalized quadrilateral patch in the 
model is computed using (7), where the first derivative of 

)(thn  is calculated analytically as 
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Computation of electric and magnetic fields due to Js, as well 
as of any other quantity of interest for the analysis, is then 
straightforward.  

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, five PEC scattering structures in free space 
are analyzed to validate and evaluate the proposed spatially 
large-domain and temporally entire-domain MoM-MOD TD 
EFIE method. In all the examples, we solve for the induced 
transient surface current densities, as the most rigorous 
representative of the solution accuracy, critical for all near 
field parameters and quantities. Generally, the accuracy of far 
field computations is much better than that for the current 
distribution. All the structures are illuminated by an incident 
Gaussian pulse as shown in Fig. 3 and given by 
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where the vector amplitude E0 takes into account the 

polarization of the wave, k̂  is the unit vector in the 
propagation direction of the incident wave, r is the position 
vector of the observation point with respect to the global 
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Fig. 3.  Incident Gaussian pulse defined in (26) (shown for xE ˆ00 E  and

zk ˆˆ  ) and associated spherical coordinate system defining elevation and
azimuthal angles,   

and  , respectively – as excitation of conducting

scatterers analyzed by the MoM-MOD method. 
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coordinate origin, c0 is the speed of light, t0 represents a time 
delay of the Gaussian peak from the time origin, and Tw is the 
width of the Gaussian pulse. Time units in the examples are 
expressed in terms of light meters (lm), where tct 0[lm]  . 
 

As the first example, we perform the convergence analysis 
of the new MoM-MOD method for a metallic square plate 
with edge length a = 2 m. Excitation is by a Gaussian pulse 
(Fig. 3) normally impinging on a plate with E0 = 1 V/m, 
Tw = 4 lm, and t0 = 6 lm. The wave is linearly polarized with 
its electric field vector being parallel to one pair of plate 
edges. We consider in all examples that the pulse has 
significant spectral components up to fmax where the spectral 
amplitude decays to 0.1% of the maximal value. In this 
example it is approximately fmax = 250 MHz. We consider two 
models of the first geometrical order (Ku = Kv = K = 1) for the 
plate scatterer: (A) plate subdivided into 3 × 3 equal square 
SIE elements, of electrical size eA = a/3 = 0.556λ (λ being the 
free-space wavelength) at fmax, and (B) entire-domain model of 
the plate with a single SIE element, of electrical size 

eB = a = 1.667λ at fmax [note that even eA in model (A) is 
approximately six times larger than the size of elements used 
in low-order small-domain MoM techniques, esmall-domain ≈ 
0.1λ]. First, we investigate the optimal order of temporal basis 
functions, varying M in model (A) from 10 to 80, for a fixed 
order of spatial basis functions Nu = Nv = N = 4 (an overly safe 
choice based on our study of higer order parameters for the 
MoM-FD SIE method in [37]), which results in a total of 
NMoM = 264 spatial unknowns, and a fixed scaling factor 
s = 109. Fig. 4(a) shows that M = 30 is sufficient for accurate 
results. Next, shown in Fig. 4(b) is the p-refinement of model 
(B), with N ranging from 2 to 5, for the fixed order of 
temporal current approximation M = 30 and scaling factor 
s = 109, so chosen to provide accurate transient solution. Note 
that parameters M and s are the same as for model (A); as 
expected, they are not influenced by the size of the element, 
only parameter N is. The higher order results are compared 
with a low-order MoM-MOT solution [13], which includes 
112 flat triangular patches and 153 spatial unknowns (the 
surface current density is approximated using RWG spatial 
basis functions and triangular temporal basis functions). We 
observe from the figure that the higher order results converge 
monotonically and quickly with the p-refinement and that the 
solution corresponding to N = 5, resulting in NMoM = 40 
unknowns only, agrees very well with the reference solution. 
With the entire-domain model (B), NMoM is reduced by a factor 
of 6.6 with respect to model (A) with N = 4, and by a factor of 
3.8 when compared to the reference solution [13]. 

As the second example of structures with flat surfaces and 
sharp edges, we consider the transient current response over 
sides of a PEC cube of edge length a = 1 m. For the incident 

wave in (26), xE ˆ00 E , (E0 = 1 V/m) and zk ˆˆ  , which 

corresponds to the azimuthal angle o0  and elevation angle 
o0 , as depicted in Fig. 3, and the Gaussian pulse is 

defined for two different cases of the analysis. In case (i), we 
adopt Tw = 8 lm and t0 = 12 lm, so that the pulse frequency 
spectrum has a practical upper bound of fmax1 = 125 MHz, and 
thus its band does not contain internal resonances of the cube, 
the lowest of which occurs at fres1 = 212.13 MHz. For case (ii), 
Tw = 2 lm and t0 = 3 lm, resulting in the upper frequency 
bound of fmax2 = 500 MHz for the covered frequency band, 
which includes the first six resonances of the cube 
(fres2 = 259.81 MHz, fres3 = 335.41 MHz, fres4 = 367.42 MHz, 
fres5 = 424.26 MHz, fres6 = 450.00 MHz). For the temporal 
approximation in the method, we adopt M = 130 and s = 108 in 

case (i) and s = 8103  in case (ii). In addition, we consider 
two different spatial models of the cube: (A) the cube 
subdivided uniformly with three subdivisions per edge, which 
results in 54 flat (Ku = Kv = K = 1) quadrilateral patches 
(squares) (note that eA = a/3 ≈ 0.13λ at fmax1), with Nu = Nv = N 
= 2 and NMoM = 432 and (B) the cube modeled using only six 
flat surface elements representing the six cube faces 
(eB = a = 0.42λ at fmax1 and eB = a = 1.667λ at fmax2), with 
N = 5 and NMoM = 300. Figs. 5(a) and (b)–(c) show, 
respectively, the transient current responses in the nonresonant 
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Fig. 4.  Convergence analysis of the presented MoM-MOD method for a 
metallic square plate scatterer in terms of the orders of temporal and spatial 
basis functions, M and Nu = Nv = N, in computing transient responses of the 
x-directed surface current density at the center of the plate: (a) increasing M
for a fixed N in model (A) (plate subdivided into 3 × 3 SIE elements) and 
(b) p-refinement of model (B) (entire-domain model, with a single SIE 
element) for a fixed M. The higher order results are compared with the low-
order MoM-MOT solution [13]. 
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band [excitation case (i)] obtained simulating both models (A) 
and (B) and the resonant band [excitation case (ii)] using 
model (B) only. The higher order MoM-MOD results are 
compared with low-order implicit MoM-MOT TD CFIE 
solutions (using 832 triangular patches and 1,248 spatial 
unknowns) reported in [38], and an excellent agreement of the 

two sets of results is observed. 
As the first example of structures with pronounced 

curvature, we next analyze a metallic spherical scatterer, of 
radius a = 0.5 m, illuminated as in Fig. 3 with xE ˆ00 E , 

(E0 = 1 V/m), zk ˆˆ  , finite duration of the signal Tf = 40 lm, 
and cases (i) and (ii) from the previous example (note that the 
first three internal resonances of the sphere are 
fres1 = 262.02 MHz, fres2 = 369.77 MHz, and 
fres3 = 429.06 MHz). Spatial modeling of the sphere is 
performed using only six equal generalized quadrilateral SIE 
patches with geometrical orders (A) Ku = Kv = K = 2 and (B) 
K = 4, respectively (eA = eB ≈ 0.36λ at fmax1 and eA = 
eB ≈ 1.34λ at fmax2). Figs. 6(a) and (b) show the convergence of 
the presented MoM-MOD method with respect to polynomial 
orders of spatial and temporal approximations, respectively, of 
the z-component of JS at the center of one of the six patches 
(this point belongs to the central equator of the sphere) in 
model (A) in excitation case (i). Based on these results, the 
optimal polynomial orders of spatial and temporal basis 
functions of the Hertz vector (current), in (8) and (9), are 
found to be Nu = Nv = N = 2, which yields NMoM = 48, and 

M = 130 (with 810s ), respectively, for this example, and 
the agreement with results obtained by a low-order MoM-TD 
EFIE technique (528 flat triangular patches and 792 spatial 
unknowns) in conjunction with a conventional MOD [20] is 
observed to be excellent. The convergence of the higher order 
results in terms of the geometrical order of modeling for 
excitation case (ii), where N = 4 and only 192 unknowns 
suffice, is presented in Fig. 6(c). Both models (A) and (B) 
provide an excellent accuracy of results when compared to the 
reference solution [20], but the results obtained with K = 4 can 
be observed to be in a better agreement with the reference 
solution at the current peak than those with K = 2. Note also 
that the more accurate curved geometrical model with only six 
higher order SIE elements reduces the number of spatial 
unknowns by a factor of 16.5 in case (i), and by a factor of 4.1 
in case (ii), when compared to the reference model [20]. 

To examine the convergence of the presented MoM-MOD 
with spatial refinement (h-refinement), in Fig. 7 we plot the 
relative error of the current, with respect to the analytical 
solution obtained by Mie series, for the sphere from Fig. 6(c), 
in the frequency domain. The frequency domain current is 
obtained from the MoM-MOD solution using DFT and the 
relative error with respect to Mie series is averaged in the 
frequency range from 25 MHz to 300 MHz as 
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where Nf  = 12 is the number of frequency samples, for fixed  
o90  and o180  defining the point on the spherical 

surface in which the currents are computed and compared. The 
figure shows a family of curves with three representative 
polynomial current approximations N = 2, N = 3, and N = 5, 
kept constant for all elements in respective meshes. The points 
on the N = 2 curve correspond, from left to right, to each of 
the six faces of the sphere from Fig. 6(c) being uniformly 
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Fig. 5.  Comparison of results obtained by the presented MoM-MOD TD
EFIE method and low-order implicit MoM-MOT TD CFIE solutions [38] for
the transient current response of a PEC cubical scatterer: (a) x-directed
surface current density at the center of the top face of the cube in the
nonresonant band [excitation case (i)] for two different models (A) and (B)
shown in the inset; and (b) x-directed JS at the center of the top face and (c) z-
directed JS at the center of the side face of the cube in the resonant band
[excitation case (ii)] using model (B) only. 
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refined into 2 2, 4 4, and 6 6 elements, respectively. 

Similarly, the points on the N = 3 curve correspond to a 
refinement of each of the faces into 1 1, 2 2, and 4 4 
elements, and finally the points on the N = 5 curve correspond 
to a refinement of each of the faces into 1 1 and 2 2 
elements. All meshes are shown in the figure inset. 
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Fig. 7.  Relative error of the TDSIE MoM-MOD computed frequency-domain 
current averaged in the frequency range from 25 MHz to 300 MHz vs. the 
number of (spatial) MoM unknowns. A family of three curves obtained using 
models with three constant polynomial expansion orders N across all the 
elements shows convergence of the solution with an h-refinement of the mesh, 
while the fourth curve shows p-refinement of the solution for geometrical 
model (A). 

 
We observe from Fig. 7 that the method yields monotonic 

convergence with h-refinement and that higher order 
polynomial current approximation yields better convergence 
than the lower order expansion. Note also that in this example 
our lowest achievable error is around 0.55%, which is 
consistent with the lowest errors achieved by the CFIE based 
MOT for the PEC sphere example reported in [6]. At the same 
time, we remark that the error of 0.56%, i.e., close to the 
minimum error limit, is achieved very quickly with N = 5 in 
our example, hence only two points are shown on this curve. 
We finally note that our solution with the 0.55% error in 
computed current yields 0.05% relative error in the 
computation of the radar cross section (RCS), which is 
consistent with the lowest reported errors in [5]. In addition, 
we show in Fig. 7 p-refinement of the solution for three 
different spatial current approximation orders N = 3, 5, and 8 
on the same geometrical model, model (A), with only six large 
SIE elements of the fourth geometrical order, K = 4 (element 
size is e ≈ 1.34λ at fmax2). Note that model (A) with N = 8 
reduces the number of spatial unknowns 1.56 times when 
compared to model (B) with N = 5 while maintaining almost 
the same accuracy, the error being 0.61%. Also, when 
compared to model (C) with N = 2 for the same number of 
spatial unknowns (NMoM = 768), the error is reduced 10 times.  

Investigating further the convergence of the MoM-MOD 
with increasing the maximal order of the time domain basis M, 
shown in Fig. 8 is the averaged relative error of the frequency-
domain current (computed with respect to the analytical Mie 
series solution in the same way as for the example in Fig. 7, 
using (27)). The family of curves in Fig. 8 is chosen as 
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Fig. 6.  Convergence of results for a metallic spherical scatterer obtained by 
the presented MoM-MOD method with respect to polynomial orders of 
(a) spatial and (b) temporal approximations of the z-component of JS at the 
center of one of the six patches in model (A) (Ku = Kv = K = 2) shown in the 
figure inset in the nonresonant band [excitation case (i)], and 
(c) convergence of the method in terms of the geometrical order K of 
modeling in the resonant band [excitation case (ii)]. The higher order 
solutions are compared with results using the low-order MoM-MOD method 
[20]. 
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follows. Starting from the first curve on the top (curve I), we 
have a mesh where each of the 6 sphere faces is divided into 
3 3 elements, model (E), with the polynomial current 
approximation order N = 2, which yields 54 elements and 
NMoM = 432 unknowns. This mesh is then h-refined, so that the 
6 sphere faces are divided into 6 6 elements, model (D) in 
Fig. 7, and the polynomial current approximation order is kept 
the same (N = 2), which results in 216 elements and NMoM = 
1,728 unknowns, and the error of the model in this 
arrangement is given via the second curve from the top (curve 
II). The third curve from the top (curve III) is obtained 
utilizing a mesh where each of the 6 sphere faces is divided 
into 2 2 elements, model (B) in Fig. 7, with the polynomial 
current approximation order N = 4, which yields 24 elements 
and NMoM = 768 unknowns. Similarly as before, this mesh is h-
refined so that the 6 sphere faces are divided into 3 3 
elements, model (E) in Fig. 8, and the polynomial current 
approximation order is kept the same (N = 4), which gives 54 
elements and NMoM = 1,728 unknowns, and the error of the 
model in this arrangement is shown as the bottom curve (curve 
IV). 
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Fig. 8.  Relative error of the TDSIE MoM-MOD computed frequency-domain 
current averaged in the frequency range from 25 MHz to 300 MHz vs. the 
order of the time-domain bases M. Two sets of curves, with polynomial 
expansion orders across all the elements in the mesh equal to N = 2 and N = 4, 
both shown for models with a coarse and an h-refined mesh, demonstrate the 
convergence of the solution with respect to p- and h-refinement, as well as 
with increase of the temporal bases order, M. 

 
 We conclude from Fig. 8 that increasing M, i.e, marching-
on-in-degree, yields monotonic convergence in all cases. At 
the same time, we see that h-refinement (e.g., going from 
curve I to curve II) yields only slightly lower error (about 2%) 
while increasing the number of unknowns four times. 
Similarly, going from curve III to curve IV, the error 
decreases only slightly while more than doubling (2.25 times) 
the number of unknowns. (Note that the minimal error is 
practically reached for M = 250 in both curve III and curve 
IV.) On the other hand, going from curve I to curve III, by 
increasing N from 2 to 4, i.e., with a p-refinement of the 
solution, much faster convergence is achieved while the 
number of unknowns is increased only about 1.78 times. 

The next example presents the higher order MoM-MOD 
transient analysis of a standard benchmarking structure – 
NASA almond [39] of the maximum length (from the tip to 
the tail of the almond) lmax = 1 m, illuminated as in Fig. 3 with 

xE ˆ V/m 3770  , zk ˆˆ  , Tf = 30 lm, Tw = 4 lm, t0 = 6 lm, 

and fmax = 250 MHz. The almond is modeled using only 56 
quadrilateral surface elements (e ≤ 0.1λ at fmax) of second 
geometrical order (Ku = Kv = K = 2), as portrayed in Fig. 9(a), 
and the other numerical parameters of the model are Nu = Nv 

= 2, NMoM = 448, M = 130, and s = 8103 . Shown in Fig. 9(b) 
is the transient response of the current density at the center of 
the top surface of the almond. The results obtained by the 
presented MoM-MOD are compared with a low-order MoM-
MOD solution (864 flat triangular elements, 1,296 spatial 
unknowns, and M = 128) [40], and we observe an excellent 
agreement of the two sets of MoM-MOD results. 

As the last example, we analyze a more complex structure 
such as a military tank of dimensions 4 m × 9 m × 2.73 m, 
shown in Fig. 10(a). The structure is illuminated with a θ-
polarized Gaussian pulse of amplitude E0 = 1 V/m impinging 

from the direction defined by o90  and o0 (Fig. 3), 

with Tw = 70 lm, t0 = 90 lm, and fmax = 15 MHz. The tank is 
modeled using only 147 surface elements with Ku = Kv = K = 1 
[as indicated in Fig. 10(a)] and emax ≈ 0.315λ at fmax. The 
transient response of JS at the center of a flat patch on the tank 
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Fig. 9. MoM-MOD scattering analysis of the NASA metallic almond:
(a) geometrical model with 56 curved quadrilateral SIE patches and
(b) comparison of results for the transient response of the x-directed surface
current density at the center of the top face of the almond obtained by the
presented MoM-MOD and the low-order MoM-MOD solution [40]. 
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side marked by the red frame in Fig. 10(a) is computed using 
the presented MoM-MOD algorithm with N ranging from 2 to 

6, NMoM = 1,389, s = 8101 , and M = 70 or 100. The solution 
is compared in Fig. 10(b) with frequency-domain results 
obtained using the higher order MoM-FD SIE method [29] in 
conjunction with the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) 
and computed from DC (extrapolated) to 50 MHz at 128 
frequency samples; an excellent agreement of the TD and FD 
sets of results is observed. For exactly the same spatial model, 
the computational time for the MoM-FD SIE simulation is 
125 min, while the MoM-TD SIE simulation with M = 70 
takes less than 3 min (computer properties: Intel® Xeon® 
CPU E5645 @ 2.40 GHz). Note that a similar tank model is 
analyzed in [26] using low-order small-domain MoM-MOD 
EFIE and MoM-MOT methods. The model in [26] includes 
2,737 triangular flat patches, the spatial distribution of JS is 
expanded in terms of RWG basis functions resulting in 3,905 
unknowns, the order of temporal basis functions is M = 30, 
and the excitation is in the form of a triangular pulse with the 
frequency bandwidth of 50 MHz. The reported simulation 
times for this model are 1,012 min and 938 min for the MoM-
MOD and MoM-MOT methods, respectively. With an 
assumption that the simulations in [26] are performed on a 

standard PC with similar or closely comparable hardware 
(computer used is not specified in [26]), we may conclude that 
the present method comes out to be much more efficient than 
methods in [26]. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has proposed and presented the first spatially and 
temporally higher order MoM-TD method with very high 
spatial and temporal expansion orders; the results demonstrate 
using current expansions of spatial orders from 2 to 8 in 
conjunction with using entire-domain Laguerre polynomial 
temporal basis functions, and geometrical-mapping orders 
from 1 to 4. In that regard, this work is different when 
compared to practically all the existing MOT and MOD MoM-
TD tools, which use planar triangular patches and RWG 
functions. In that regard, it also is different when compared to 
higher order MoM-TD MOT techniques [30]–[32] and [5].  

In addition, the proposed method is the first spatially higher 
order MoM-TD MOD method. In that regard, this work is 
different when compared to all the existing spatially higher 
order MoM-TD methods in literature, which all are MOT 
methods.  

The paper has proposed and presented the first spatially 
large-domain MoM-TD method. In that regard, this work is 
different when compared to all the existing spatially higher 
order MoM-TD MOT methods in literature, which all can be 
considered as small-domain (subdomain) methods, with the 
EM structure being modeled by surface elements that are 
electrically very small. The paper has presented the first set of 
spatially large-domain MoM-TD modeling examples; the 
electrical sizes of flat and curved patches in models are up to 
about 1.7 wavelengths at the maximum frequency in the 
frequency spectrum of the pulse excitation.  

It turns out that the MOD methodology is a particularly 
suitable choice if combined with higher order spatial elements, 
large-domain modeling, and p-refined solutions.  

The paper has presented transient analysis using electrically 
large (and small) elements in combination with higher order 
spatial and temporal basis functions which significantly 
reduces the number of spatial unknowns when compared to 
low-order small-domain methods with no accuracy trade-off; 
this has been shown in all numerical examples in the paper. 
This unique property – computational efficiency improvement 
of this method – has not been shown in other transient 
methods, MOT and MOD.  

Also, superior efficiency of the higher order MoM-TD MOD 
method as compared to the higher order MoM-FD method in 
conjunction with the IDFT – in transient analysis on exactly 
the same spatial model – has been demonstrated in Fig. 10 (the 
tank model). In this example, the TD code is about 42 times 
faster than the FD code. Although TD codes should, naturally, 
be more efficient in transient analysis than FD codes, this 
result is better than what was anticipated, especially since a 
quite high order of temporal bases (M = 70) is used.  

Convergence analysis (based on the relative error of the 
current with respect to the analytical solution obtained by Mie 
series) in Figs. 7 and 8 has demonstrated the convergence of 
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Fig. 10. (a) WIPL-D mesh of a military tank consisting of 147 quadrilateral
patches with Ku = Kv = K = 1 [41] and (b) transient response of JS at the
center of a flat patch on the tank side marked by the red frame computed
using the presented MoM-MOD TD SIE method and the higher order MoM-
FD SIE method [29] in conjunction with the inverse discrete Fourier
transform.  
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the solution with respect to h- and p-refinement, as well as 
with increase of the temporal bases order, M, i.e., marching-
on-in-degree.  

In terms of the reported error of computation, the lowest 
achievable error with the proposed method in computed 
current is around 0.55%, which is consistent with the lowest 
errors reported in [6]. At the same time, the error of 0.56% is 
achieved very quickly with N = 5 in Fig. 7. The paper has 
presented results for the induced transient surface current 
densities as the most rigorous and critical representative of the 
solution accuracy in MoM-SIE modeling and assuming that 
the accuracy of far field computations is even better. Indeed, 
the presented solution with the 0.55% error in computed 
current yields 0.05% relative error in the RCS computation, 
which, in turn, is consistent with the lowest reported errors in 
[5].  

Moreover, a major strength of the proposed method is p-
convergence and ability for p-refinement, which should, in 
general, be combined with h-refinement, i.e., hp-refinement 
should be used. In that regard as well, this work is different 
when compared to all the existing MoM-TD methods in 
literature, which do not demonstrate such convergence of the 
solution with respect to p-refinement. This feature has been 
emphasized, for example, by a curve in Fig. 7 showing p-
refinement of the model for the spatially non-refined mesh, 
which is quite unique and interesting: a highly accurate 
transient solution of a spherical scatterer modeled by only six 
elements of the fourth geometrical order and size e ≈ 1.34λ at 
fmax2 with eighth order spatial polynomial current 
approximation, resulting in only 768 unknowns.   

The proposed method is a higher order and large-domain 
extension and advancement of the previously proposed and 
used low-order MoM-TD MOD method [19]–[26], and the 
importance of this advancement has been confirmed by the 
discussions and the results in the paper. In addition, this is the 
first time the accuracy is evaluated and convergence analyzed 
rigorously based on the relative error of the current (or far 
field, RCS, etc.) with respect to the analytical solution 
obtained by Mie series for MoM-TD MOD methods overall; 
there are no such reports in papers on low-order small-domain 
MOD methods and applications [19]–[26]. 

Future work includes extending the method to composite 
conducting-dielectric scattering structures.  
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